CHINESE FROZEN
PRODUCER REPLACES
METAL DETECTORS WITH
X-RAY INSPECTION
The MEKI X-ray
inspection system
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MIDMEKI x-ray inspection at customer facility

The Outcome
The manufacturer was pleased with
the solution. One month after the
initial contact, an additional order
for two MEKI’s food inspection
systems, with the dual line system,
and one MIDMEKI to inspect larger
products were ordered.
Three weeks later the systems
were delivered to setup in-line
at location identified, at the end
of the line after the product was
packaged and sealed, to ensure
there is no risk of foreign object
contamination. Mekitec factorytrained personnel also trained
the operators to use the systems
seamlessly to make sure the full
benefits of the systems were

Frozen pizza with metal, stone and glass and glass splinter detection

reached.

INFO: MIDMEKI

Suitable food products include

Detection limits 6-pack of ice

MIDMEKI combines the benefits

aluminum bags, trays, cans &

cream

steel

of metal detector pricing with the

bulk.

0.8mm, Glass 4mm, Stone 4mm.

X-ray inspection performance -

bars:

Stainless

now for products up to 400mm

Example

industries:

bakery,

width and 200mm height.

dairy, meat & seafood, snack,
fruits & vegetables, ready to eat
food, frozen,confectionery, cereals & bulk.

About Mekitec
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Mekitec
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